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Beautiful,romantic Maui is home to the four Harrigan brothers, who, since taking over Harrigan's

Cove resort from their father, spend their days focused on work. There are endless details involved

in keeping the business afloat - but love can't help checking in. As manager, Barnabas thinks he's

figured out his snobby rich clients, but one high-class woman doesn't fit the usual mold. Will

Barnabas let God use her..to teach him a few things about appearances - and love? Connor can't

understand why a pretty client would rather follow him on his maintenance rounds than join the

other vacationers. Could revealing his status as part owner destroy their budding friendship? Alex

feels for a woman alone on what should have been her honeymoon and is sure the activities he

directs would be the best medicine for her broken heart. But is it too soon to expect her to return his

growing affections? Steve the logical accountant, thinks his brothers have become lovesick pups -

but working with an old girlfriend to clean up an IRS mess could land him in the same boat. Can he

keep his focus? With love perfuming the tropical breeze, can the four brothers balance their

romantic interests with the hard work of making Harrigan's Cove a success?
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Decided that since I was going to Kauai for vacation, I needed a book to read while there....What

better than one by Colleen Coble, and sent on Maui. Also, an Island that I love. I found myself

enjoying the read and the different characters of the Harragan Bros that were running the upscale

family resort. Each one had it's own flavor, and it was laid out so that one could read about one of



the brothers and then take time another day while relaxing to enjoy another. It was a fun book. We

all need those from time to time

loved it, great

I enjoyed each story.

the stories were a little to rushed on some parts...could have really been a lot better in my opinion,

hopefully if they do another novel it will be better put together. the concept was good though.

There is sappy and then there is SAPPY. A collection of sappy faux-romantic tales. And I one who

has traveled quite a bit in Hawaii... lacks authenticity as well. There are other romances set in

Hawaii that are much, much better.

I purchased this item a few months back and it was supposed to be a new item and it arrived used. I

rated them low and Ron contacted me about a month ago and promised me that he would replace it

with a new copy. well it has been a month and contacted him several times and still no book . I am

very upset with them as they promised me several time and still no book, so here is my review. I will

not do business with them again.

Aloha is a wonderful blending of fantastic talent. All four author's stories were in sync with

characterization and continuity. I loved all four stories and if you like reading contemporary romance

with fabulous heroes in a romantic Hawaiian series I could not recommend it more highly.

It's hard to find good Christian romance books- this book is really good! The continuation of the

characters through the connected stories gives you a sense of finality in the end.Highly

recommended.
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